
 
 

Product Description Content 

PD#1 
https://247mobileshop.co.uk/collections/apple/products/iphone-6-plus-1?variant=32197291802724  

Description 

Experience the seamless generation of iPhone6 from Apple with captivating design and 
powerful features. The leaner, lightweight refurbished phone is loaded with a premium built 
and advanced OS and the effortless touch screen is the cherry on the top. 247MobileShop 
brings you to the era of iPhone6 plus at a price so reasonable that you cannot resist buying 
the set. 
While you buy the set, be more creative with the iSight camera, enjoy the dramatically 
bigger screen and explore the life-changing world of Apple Pay. Built on desktop-class 
architecture, the A14 chip in iPhone 6 plus delivers more power with the M8 motion 
coprocessor and a new barometer. With the increased battery life, 128GB memory, and a 4X 
Optical Zoom, you can save energy and time. 
Plus, as we plant 10 trees for every device that we sell on our website, we significantly help 
to reduce CO2 emissions. Grab the 6.1” version of the Apple iPhone 6 plus from Mobile 
Shop and step ahead to save the environment while getting yourself a cool, feature-packed 
gadget. 
 
Specifications 

• Up to 17 hours of video playback with 2915mAH battery for an iconic battery life 
• Features of Apple Pay and Face ID verification for secure access 
• A14 Bionic chip 
• Dual Ultra wide and telephoto camera with Smart HDR3 
• Unbeatable camera resolution with 4x optical zoom, faster autofocus in low light, 

and LiDAR scanner for Night Mode 
• 6.1-inch super Retina XDR Display/ HD capacitive touchscreen with 1080 x 1920 

pixels resolution 
• Compatible with wireless chargers and MagSafe accessories 
• Ceramic shield front 4x better drop performance 
• Dolby visions HDR video recording up to fps 
• Water-resistant to a depth of 6 meters for up to 30 minutes 

 
What is in the Box? 
We provide a package when it comes to our gadgets. For this Apple iPhone 6 Plus variant, 
the following things come with the box: 

• A whooping buyback guarantee of 12 months 
• Environment-friendly, bio-degradable phone case 
• Authentic charging cable 
• 10 trees planted for every set purchased 
• 12 months warranty 
• Carbon neutral promise to reduce the effect of your carbon footprint 

 
TechCheck® Tested 

https://247mobileshop.co.uk/collections/apple/products/iphone-6-plus-1?variant=32197291802724


 
 

All our products go through stringent quality checks. There are at least 70 quality 
checkpoints for inspecting whether the product is in great condition or not. Several aspects 
of the handset are checked. These include: 

• Bluetooth 
• Wi-Fi 
• GPS 
• Microphone 
• Speaker 
• Vibration 
• Flash Light 
• Earpiece 
• Screen Test 

• Front Camera 
• Back Camera 
• Home Button 
• Volume Buttons 
• Power button 
• Mute Key 
• Accelerometer 
• Proximity 
• Light Sensor 
• Gyroscope 
• Finger Print 
• Phone Casing 

• Earphone Jack 
• Charging port 
• NFC test 
• Face ID 

 
 
Sustainability 
Technology thrives because of humans and humans thrive because of Mother Nature. This is 
why all our tech initiatives are focused on being planet-friendly. As each phone on average 
emits 79kg of carbon, we are trying our best to neutralize this amount through funding 
sustainable initiatives that replenish the device’s carbon from the ecosystem. 
 

PD#2 
https://247mobileshop.co.uk/collections/apple/products/iphone-11?variant=32192847249508  

Description 
Welcome into the world of pro-cameras, pro display, and pro performance with a newly 
refurbished Apple iPhone 11. 247Mobile shop brings you to the whole new world of better 
Apple devices within an unimaginably affordable price range. The textured matte glass finish 
with a super retina XDR display will be a delight in your hands. 

https://247mobileshop.co.uk/collections/apple/products/iphone-11?variant=32192847249508


 
 

Get the toughest glass in a smartphone with wireless charging and facilities that would 
make your smartphone look like it's straight out of the future. With unparalleled customer 
service, a 1-year warranty, and the highest quality cameras, we hand you an iOS that does 
well to the environment through our ventures. 
 

Specifications 

• Size and Weight 

The height of the device is 150.9 mm (5.94 inches), the width is 75.77mm (2.98 inches) and 

the depth is 8.3m (0.3 3inches). The device is extremely lightweight with an overall weight 

of 194 grams (6.84 ounces)  

• Display 

Wide Color Display P3 with multi-touch and IPS technology. Liquid retina HD Display with a 

6.1 inch LCD screen and 1792x828-pixel resolution at 326 ppi. Fingerprint resistant 

oleophobic coating and haptic touch equipped with support for display of multiple 

languages and characters simultaneously. 625 nits max brightens and wide color display for 

true tone display.  

• Resistance 

Splash dust and water resistant and it is rated IP68 under EIC standard 60259 for tolerating 

maximum depth of up to 2 meters for 30 minutes.  

• Camera 

Dual 12MP Ultra wide and wide cameras with night mode, deep fusion, sapphire crystal lens 
cover and optimal image stabilization. Digital zoom up to 5X, Ultra Wide: ƒ/2.4 aperture and 
120° field of view, wide: ƒ/1.8 aperture, and 2x optical zoom out. The cameras also feature 
portrait mode with depth control and advanced bohek along with portrait lighting in six 
effects. The five elements lens and brighter true tone flash integrated with slow sync, next 
gen smart HDR and 100% focus pixels make your images come to life .  
 

• Video Recording 

4K video recording at various speeds upto 60fps. Extended dynamic range and optical image 

stabilization with audio zoom and brighter true tone flash. The time-lapse video with 

stabilization and quicktake video with subject tracking offers crystal clear clips. Cinematic 

stabilisation and continuous autofocus added with digital zoom and playback zoom 

enhances the resolution. You can take 8MP still photos while shooting a 4K video, the device 

offers stereo recording.  

 

• A13 Bionic Chip with the third generation neural engine.  

• Face ID enabled by true depth camera for authenticated facia recognition 

• Siri that can use your voice to set reminders, send messages, activate hands-free and 

run shortcuts from your favourite apps.  



 
 

• Wireless charging capable of super-fast charging 

• Seamless sensors for FaceID, barometer, accelerometer, proximity sensor, ambient 

light sensor, three-axis gyro and much more.  

• iOS14 with redesigned widgets on the home screen, app clips, updated app library 

and more.  

 

What is in the Box? 
We are a one-stop platform for getting your dream gadgets at a reasonable price. This box 
of iPhone11 refurbished variant comes with: 

• A USB charging cable that comes with a 30-days money-back return in case of any 
emergency breakdowns. 

• A USB wall plug so that all the devices are fully network unlocked to work with any 
SIM from all major networks. 

• 12 months warranty as standard. You can also extend this warranty to 24 or 36 
months. 

• After-sales support with our committed customer service team that can answer any 
queries that you have. You can also visit our FAQ page to get in touch. 

 
TechCheck® Tested 
All our devices pass through a strict quality check procedure. The testing process includes 
thorough checkpoints for making sure that functional aspects of the device work perfectly. 
Some of these aspects include: 
 

• Bluetooth 
• Wi-Fi 
• GPS 
• Microphone 
• Speaker 
• Vibration 
• Flash Light 
• Earpiece 
• Screen Test 
• Front Camera 
• Back Camera 
• Home Button 

• Volume Buttons 
• Power button 
• Mute Key 
• Accelerometer 
• Proximity 
• Light Sensor 
• Gyroscope 
• Finger Print 
• Phone Casing 
• Earphone Jack 



 
 

• Charging port 

• NFC test 
• Face ID 

 

Sustainability 
We work for making the world a better place. The environment is facing several threats 
from several man-made gadgets and to neutralize the amount of carbon footprint that your 
smartphones generate we believe in sustainable initiatives. We plant 10 trees for every 1 
gadget purchased. So when you buy something from us, you can rest assured that you are 
doing something good for the environment. 

 


